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ECONOMICS OF PHILANTHROPY.
IX.
The admitted difficulty in questions of philanthropy is that while there are many cases which ought to be treated by private benevolence rather than by legal relief, there is so much danger of admitting to this latter aid persons who will take undue advantage of it. The public mind is now so mvich awakened to the folly of encouraging mendicity that it is doubtful if the large incomes which beggars were accredited with making are now to be had. We don't think that " Miss Shum's husband," if he were alive to day, would be able to live luxuriously on the profits of crossing-sweeping. The pity of it is that with those who could be most helpful, time is so often more precious than money that they cannot afford it.
But while individual care and work is necessary, it is better that the individual helpers should be associated in such a degree that they do not interfere with each other's work, otherwise we are back at the old bad point, where the unscrupulous poor prey upon those who seek to help them. There must be free and full intercourse between all kinds of charitable workers. 
